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ChargeUP® Overview 
 

 
 
 
 

Delivering 

Reliability & ROI in EV Charging 
 
 

At NovaCHARGE, we believe in creating successful ROI for all station (charger) owners.  With 15+ years of 
experience in deploying EV charging hardware and software for marquee brands, we know how to build a seamless 
charging experience for EV drivers while creating proven value for station owners.  Key to this is the ability for the 
station owner or host (manager) to easily oversee and manage charger deployment.  The industry leading 
ChargeUP® charging platform management system (CPMS) is the answer to that challenge, providing all the 
necessary tools to monitor and manage your charger deployment. 
 
ChargeUP® provides owners and hosts with a concise dashboard to quickly understand the status of deployed 
chargers, manage pricing, power, and scheduling rules, and view historical reports of power dispensed, revenue  
earned, and more.  Station owners and hosts can identify immediately which chargers are in use, as well as any 
chargers experiencing problems.  Having an in-depth understanding of your EV charging business is crucial to 
delivering a seamless user experience, and ChargeUP’s intuitive interface enables that understanding quickly and 
easily. 
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Experience these ChargeUP features and more… 

✓ Ability to create usage rules that enable differentiation in EV charger access 

✓ Ability to apply usage & pricing rules for accounts, drivers, vehicles, & 
organizations 

✓ Host-defined flexible pricing rules designed to support a variety of business 
models 

✓ Support for public charging, including kWh pricing, parking pricing & 
independent tax and fee structures 

✓ Ability to designate transaction fees as driver-paid or administrator-paid fees 

MULTIPLE FEE MODELS 

FLEXIBLE HOST & STATION ROLES 

✓ Integrated & distributed management models 

✓ Enables a variety of “host” organizations to manage specific business models 

✓ Provides for separate organizational permissions & access rights for hosts 

✓ Host-level pricing & usage rules defined for specific locations 

✓ Independent user logins & reporting for hosts vs station manager 

ROBUST REPORTING 

✓ Extensible report template creation enables custom reports 

✓ Allows for charger and organizational usage and session reporting 

✓ Ability to save and share report templates among administrative users 

✓ ADR 2.0 & OCPI Compliant 

✓ Web-enabled, platform independent, virtual & secure user access 

✓ Roles-based system allows diversity of assignments for administrative users 

✓ Mobile app makes it easy for drivers to communicate, while key fobs 
embedded with RFID are an additional option for users to quickly charge 

 

FULL OCPP MANAGEMENT 
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